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Abstract. Public electronic displays can be used as an advertising
medium when space is a scarce resource, and it is desirable toex-
pose many adverts to as wide an audience as possible. Although the
efficiency of such advertising systems can be improved if thedisplay
is aware of the identity and interests of the audience, this knowledge
is difficult to acquire when users are not actively interacting with the
display. To this end, we presentBluScreen, an intelligent public dis-
play, which selects and displays adverts in response to users detected
in the audience. Here, users are identified and their advert viewing
history tracked, by detecting any Bluetooth-enabled devices they are
carrying (e.g. phones, PDAs, etc.). WithinBluScreenwe have imple-
mented an agent system that utilises an auction-based marketplace to
efficiently select adverts for the display, and deployed this within an
installation in our Department. We demonstrate, by means ofan em-
pirical evaluation, that the performance of this auction-based mech-
anism when used with our proposed bidding strategy, efficiently se-
lects the best adverts in response to the audience presence.We bench-
marked our advertising method with two other commonly applied
selection methods for displaying adverts on public displays; specifi-
cally theRound-Robinand theRandomapproaches. The results show
that our auction-based approach, that utilised the novel use of Blue-
tooth detection, outperforms these two methods by up to 64%.

1 Introduction

Public electronic displays2 are increasingly being used to provide in-
formation to users, to entertain (e.g. showing news bulletins), or to
advertise products within public environments such as airports, city
centres, and retail stores. Within these displays, advertisers typically
utilise a variety of delivery methods to maximise the numberof dif-
ferent adverts displayed, and thus increase their overall exposure to
target audiences [8]. However, these methods are typicallynaı̈ve and
do not take into account the current audience.

On the other hand, a number ofinteractivepublic displays have
been proposed that support communication with a user through active
use of handheld devices such as PDAs or phones, or to a closed set
of known users with pre-defined interests and requirements [3, 7].
Such systems assume prior knowledge about the target audience, and
require either that a single user has exclusive access to thedisplay, or
that users carry specifictrackingdevices [4, 10] so that their presence
can be identified. These approaches fail to work in public spaces,
where no prior knowledge exists regarding users who may viewthe
display, and where such displays need to react to the presence of
several users simultaneously.
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2 An electronic display can change the advert presented over time.

In contrast, we have developed an intelligent public display that
utilises a novel approach to detect nearby users, in order toimprove
the selection of adverts for display. The goal of the selection is to
maximise the exposure of as many adverts as possible to as wide an
audience as possible (i.e. to maximise the number of distinct adverts
seen by the population of users). In doing so, the main advantage of
our system design is that it achieves this goal without: (i) any prior
knowledge on the audience, (ii) the need for any specific action by
the user, or (iii) the need for any client-based software. Moreover, un-
like interactive public displays, our detection technology facilitates
an awareness of several devices simultaneously.

As no direct feedback is received from the audience and the only
knowledge available is based on the past observations of user pres-
ence, one of the key challenges of our system is to predict which
advert is likely to gain the highest exposure during the nextadvertis-
ing cycle. To approximate this prediction, our system utilizes history
information of past users’ exposure to certain sets of adverts (so that
we don’t repeat material they have already seen), along withthe in-
formation about what users are currently viewing on the display. In
particular, we developed a multi-agent auction-based mechanism to
efficiently select an advert for each advertising time slot.In this sys-
tem, each agent represents a stakeholder that wishes to advertise, and
it is provided with a bidding strategy that utilises a heuristic to predict
future advert exposure, based on the expected audience composition.

In order to evaluate our design, we deployed a prototype of the
system in our department (where it advertises information about re-
search projects, press releases and announcements), and developed
a simulator which models user behaviour. Here we report empirical
results that show that the auction is more efficient in selecting adverts
to maximise exposure of this advertising material to a set ofusers in
the shortest time possible. Specifically, the auction requires, on aver-
age, 36% fewer advertising cycles to display all the advertsto each
user, when compared to theRound-Robinapproach (or 64% fewer
adverts when compared to theRandomselection approach).

In more detail, this paper advances the state of the art by:

1. Deploying theBluScreenprototype which synergistically com-
bines a public screen with the novel detection of nearby handheld
devices using Bluetooth wireless technology.

2. Developing a multi-agent auction-based marketplace foreffec-
tively marketing adverts on theBluScreenprototype.

3. Devising a novel heuristic-based bidding strategy that can be used
by the agents in the auction mechanism.

4. Benchmarking our method against two commonly used selec-
tion strategies,Round-RobinandRandom, to demonstrate that our
method can efficiently display the best set of adverts given the
current audience.



The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section2
discusses related work and motivates the use of agents and auction-
based marketplaces withinBluScreen. The deployed system and use
of Bluetooth-devices is discussed in Section 3 and the underlying ar-
chitecture and auction mechanism are described in Sections4 and 5.
In Section 6, we describe the device simulation and our experimental
testbed, and present empirical results. Section 7 concludes.

2 Related Work

Targeted advertising has become prevalent through personal adver-
tising systems, such as recommendation systems or web-based ban-
ner adverts [1]. These select content based upon prior knowledge of
the individual viewing the material, and such systems work well on
personal devices (where the owner’s preferences and interests can
be gathered and cached locally) or within interactive environments
which utilise some form of credential to identify the user (e.g. e-
commerce sites such as Amazon.com). Such approaches work well
when advertising to an individual user, where a rich user profile exists
a priori; in contrast,BluScreenselects adverts based on the presence
of several users, where no profile data is available.

CASy [2] extends this targeted advertising metaphor by using a
Vickrey auction mechanism to sell advertising space withina mod-
elled electronic shopping mall. The auction was used to rank a set
of possible advertisements provided by different retail outlets, and
select the top ranking advertisements for presentation on public dis-
plays. Feedback is provided through subsequent sales information,
allowing the model to build up a profile of a user’s preferences. Al-
though a number of different consumer models were evaluated, both
with static and adaptive bidding strategies, the system hasnot been
deployed, and is not suitable for advertising to many individuals si-
multaneously, as it requires explicit interaction with a single user to
initially acquire the user’s interest and preferences.

The Hermes Photo Display [3] is an example of a community-
based display that interacts with users via Bluetooth-enabled phones.
Although not used for advertising, users can share photos with each
other by either uploading them from a phone to the display, ordown-
loading shared photos to their phone. No specific client software is
required on the phone, as the system utilises the fact that many mod-
ern mobile phones can share multimedia via Bluetooth. Although
this display can be used to share photos; unlikeBluScreen, the pre-
sented content is static, and requires direct user interaction (i.e. via a
touch-screen) to browse the photos.

Groupcast [7] was a project that responded to the local audience
within a corporate environment to display bespoke media. Ithad the
advantage of knowing a priori the profiles of several membersof the
audience, and thus could exploit this pre-defined knowledge. User
identification was based on an infrared badge system and embedded
sensors within an office environment. When several users passed by
the display, Groupcast compared the user’s profiles to identify com-
mon areas of interest. WhereasBluScreenselects the best content to
maximise exposure to the current audience, Groupcast wouldtry to
present content that matched this common interest. However, acquir-
ing such content a priori, and determining high fidelity userprofiles
were found to be major stumbling blocks, and the mutual content
selection was finally abandoned.

3 The BluScreen Prototype

The notion that user presence in front of the intelligent display can be
identified remotely, has been explored using several methods within

different pervasive projects. However, most require the deployment
of specialised hardware, such asActive Badges, [4, 10]. The Blue-
tooth wireless protocol, characterised by its relative maturity, market
penetration3, and emphasis on short-range communication (e.g. 2-3
meters), has emerged as an alternative, generic mechanism for iden-
tifying or interacting with users through small, handheld devices.

BluScreenutilises Bluetooth-enabled devices as proxies for iden-
tifying users. Bluetooth sensors attached to an intelligent screen can
be used to identify these devices4 in the local environment, and can
record the encounters as a collocation event in terms of location and
duration. The duration of this collocation event is assumedto relate
to a possible level of interest in the displayed material; e.g. a user
who is interested in the current advertising material will linger at the
display during the advert.

A BluScreenprototype has been developed and deployed to eval-
uate the feasibility of the auction-based approach. A 23 inch flat-
screen display and Bluetooth sensor were deployed outside an office
adjacent to the corner of two corridors and an exit (thus maximising
visibility to individuals moving within both corridors). The environ-
ment was scanned for Bluetooth devices every 20 seconds5, and these
scans were logged over six months to determine whether or notBlue-
tooth devices could be used as a proxy for human presence. Twelve
adverts were generated, describing a range of topics including re-
search projects, upcoming events, and general information.

Device Type Unique Samples Devices
Occasional < 10 135
Frequent 10-1000 70
Persistent > 1000 6

Table 1. Number of Bluetooth devices observed at different frequencies
over a six month sample period.

Table 1 summarises the number of devices detected, split into three
clusters:occasional, whereby devices are observed for only a short
time (such as visitors, etc.);frequentrepresenting devices that reg-
ularly pass by the display; andpersistentwhich represents devices
that are regularly found in proximity to the sensor (such as laptops,
etc.) that do not represent individuals passing the screen.Of the 212
unique Bluetooth devices detected, approximately 70 were detected
with some degree of regularity, suggesting that Bluetooth detection
could be used as a proxy for individuals passing in front of a screen.

4 The Agent Architecture

Several types of agents have been designed within theBluScreenar-
chitecture that we developed (illustrated in Figure 1):

Bluetooth Device-Detection AgentThis agent monitors the envi-
ronment by periodically sampling it to determine if there are any
Bluetooth devices detectable. Current samples are then compared
to previous samples to determine if new devices are present or
existing devices have left the environment, and to update the ex-
posure rate of existing devices.

Advertising Agent Each Advertising Agent represents a singleAd-
vertisementand is responsible for effectively purchasing advertis-
ing space by generating bids based on their predicted valuation of
the upcoming advertising cycle. This predicted valuation may be

3 In October, 2005, ElectronicsWeekly.com reported that “...Bluetooth is ex-
pected to ship around 270 million units during 2005...”

4 Only Bluetooth devices in discovery mode are detectable.
5 The choice of a 20 second scanning cycle was determined by evaluating

different scanning cycle lengths with varying numbers of nearby devices.



based on the expected exposure to an arbitrary audience (i.e. being
seen by as many users as possible) or could be more selective (e.g.
by identifying whether or not users have a preference for thetype
of material contained in the agent’s advertisement). However, our
deployed prototype described here currently implements the for-
mer method. Thus, each advertising agent maintains a history of
successful advertising cycles (i.e. for which cycles an agent won
an auction, and thus displayed its advert on theBluScreendisplay),
and also the time (and duration) of each Bluetooth-device that was
detected by that display during each advertising cycle.

Marketplace Agent The marketplace agent facilitates the sale of
advertising time slots. A repetitive second-price sealed-bid auc-
tion [9] is used as a selection mechanism (this choice is justified
below) to determine which advertising agent (if any) will display
its advert on the next time slot, and its corresponding payment.
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Figure 1. The BluScreen Agent Architecture for a single intelligent display

5 Auction Mechanism

BluScreenis designed to support a scaleable and a dynamic advertis-
ing framework, while maximising the exposure of as many adverts
as possible to as wide an audience as possible, within a knowledge-
poor environment. The main principle of our design is to distribute
the control of the content displayed, in a way that no single entity can
dictate who will advertise next. In contrast, the system, asa whole,
will decide who will be the most profitable agent (i.e., expected to
gain the highest exposure by displaying its advert in the next adver-
tising cycle) and therefore will be awarded the facility of advertis-
ing in that cycle. Note that although the advertising agentsare self
interested (i.e. aim to maximise their own exposure to as large an
audience as possible using their fixed budget), this does notcontra-
dict our desired overall design goal, since in our context, we assume
that each agent will bid a value that reflects its expected exposure
from displaying on the next cycle. Specifically, we have implemented
a repetitive, second-price sealed-bid auction that takes place before
each of the advertising cycles6. The winner of each auction is the
advertising agent who placed the highest bid, and it is charged for
the second highest bid. As truth-revealing has been shown tobe a

6 We chose this mechanism for several reasons. As one of the critical require-
ments of this system is to operate in a timely manner, onlyone-shotauctions
were considered. Now,first-priceandsecond-pricesealed-bid auctions are
the most popular forms of such auctions. Here we chose the second-price
for its superiority in terms of its economically desired properties. In partic-
ular, it has a dominant strategy of truth revealing. Such a property is highly
desired as it frees the agents from requiring expensive and costly strategies
in terms of time and computation. In our context, this is evenmore signifi-
cant as the system should react in a timely manner. Moreover,the second-
price sealed-bid auction is efficient in the sense that the auctioned item,
in our case the right to advertise on the next advertising cycle, is awarded
to the bidder that values it the most. Our choice can also be supported by
the fact that the continuously repeated second-price sealed-bid auction is
also being used for web advertising using search engines like Google and
Overture [5].

dominant strategy in this case, the effective local decisions of each
individual agent contribute towards effective overall system.

In this section we start by describing the BluScreen model and the
mechanism we developed, including the strategies of the advertising
agents given their valuation for the next advertising cycle’s auction.
However, as our system is a knowledge-poor environment where no
direct feedback is collected from the users (instead only a limited
history and the current status of the detected devices is available),
in the final part of this section we provide the agent with a heuristic
method to generate this value.

5.1 The Auction Model

In our model we assume that there is a singleBluScreeninstance
available for advertising which is managed by the marketplace
agent7. The advertising time is divided into discrete intervals which
we term theadvertising cycle, Ci. During each such cycle, only one
agent can display its corresponding advert, and during thistime only
this agent has the ability to collect information about devices which
were detected by theBluScreen. However, at the end of each adver-
tising cycle, the marketplace agent informs all the advertising agents
about any devices detected in front of the screen at that time.

Each advertising agent,aj , is assumed to be self interested, and
to be managed by a different stake-holder which credits it with a
fixed budget for advertising. For each advertising cycle, each adver-
tising agent generates its private value (discussed in detail below) and
places a corresponding bid in terms of some currency. Once anagent
has fully spent its budget, it is deleted from the system. On the other
hand, at any point in time, new agents may be added to the system.
The goal of each advertising agent is to utilise its budget ina way
that maximises its exposure.

The marketplace agent acts as the auctioneer and runs an auction
before each of the advertising cycles. As part of the auctioneer duties,
it sets a reservation price that represents the minimum acceptable
bid8. In the case that none of the agents place bids that meet this price,
a default advert is displayed. The marketplace agent is alsoassumed
to be trusted by the advertising agents. This feature is necessary for
the proper behaviour of the system, as in a second-price sealed-bid
auction no one observes the whole set of bids except the auctioneer.

5.2 Bidding Strategy for the Advertising Agents

In our model, agents participate in arepetitive, second-price sealed
bid auction whilst facing budget constraints. For non-repetitive vari-
ants of this auction, it has been shown that the bidding strategy:

β(aj) = min {budget(aj), v} (1)

is adominant strategy [6], wherebudget(aj) is the current balance
of agentaj and v is its private valuation. Now, it is easy to see
that this holds for the repetitive case as well, as in each round of
the second-price sealed-bid auction, a new advertising cycle is auc-
tioned. However, there exists a dependence with previous rounds in
terms of the devices that were exposed in the past, and those that
are currently in front of the screen. However, this dependence is con-
cealed in the valuation of the bidder for the next advertising cycle.

7 This assumption is made to simplify our task of validating the correctness
and the efficiency of the proposed mechanism and strategy. This assumption
will be relaxed in future work.

8 The reservation price is used to avoid selling the advertising space for free,
and to ensure that when competition is low, there is a minimumincome.



But, once the agent has generated its valuation for the next advertis-
ing cycle, its dominant strategy is truth telling.

Although the agents utilise truth telling as a dominant strategy,
they still face a very challenging problem of being able to estimate
their expected exposure, as they are provided only with informa-
tion about past and current audience composition (in terms of de-
tectable Bluetooth devices), and from that alone they need to estimate
their future exposure. In the next subsection we describe a heuristic
method we developed for the bidder valuation estimation task.

5.3 Heuristics for Estimating Private Values

Here we provide an advertising agent,aj , with a heuristic strategy
for generating its valuation (expected utility) for the next advertising
cycle, Ci+1. Recall that the main target of an agentaj is to max-
imise its exposure to as large an audience as possible, givenits fi-
nancial constraints. The core principle of this heuristic is to utilise
the information an agent has about past devices’ exposure, to predict
the future expected exposure. Specifically, each time an advertising
agentaj has to make a decision about its valuation for the next cycle
Ci+1, it has two types of information on which to base its decision:

(i) history observation,H(aj), of exposed devices which were col-
lected during the advertising cycles it won,WonCycles(aj), in
the past,H(aj) =

{(

Ct, d, x
)}

whereCt ∈ WonCycles(aj),
d is the device id, andx is the exposure duration; and

(ii) the current set of detected devices which were in front of the
screen at the end ofCi, termedend(Ci).

Using this information, an advertising agent,aj , assumes that the de-
vices that will be in front of the screen inCi+1 areend(Ci). There-
fore, we propose thataj will search through its history to check if
these devices were exposed to its advert in the past, and, if so, for
how long9. If a device was exposed to the same advert during sev-
eral different advertising cycles, then we propose to consider only
the one in which it was exposed to the most. Formally,aj ’s valuation
for Ci+1 is:

v(aj , C
i+1) =

∑

d∈end(Ci)

1 − max
{

x|
{

C
t
, d, x

}

∈ H(aj)
}

10

(2)
Now, we believe this is the best heuristic an agent can use, given

its limited information it faces currently. We intend to incorporate
more sophisticated mechanisms for generating statistics within future
versions ofBluScreen, that can provide the agents with more relevant
information, such as the rate of detected devices as a function of the
time in the day. Given that information, agents will be able to apply
learning methods to improve their predictions.

6 Empirical Evaluation

To evaluate the bidding strategy described in the previous Section
within a controlled environment, a simulation was developed. This is
based on the same architecture as the deployedBluScreeninstance,

9 If a device only observes part of an advert,aj still has an incentive to expose
its advert to this device, as we make the assumption that the advert may be
dynamic (e.g. contain video). Therefore a device is only exposed to all the
information contained in the advert if it observes the advert for the whole
advertising cycle. However, having observed a partial advert will diminish
the devices’ contribution towards bids in future cycles.

10 In the case where a device is not exposed to any of the previousdisplays,
we assume the default value ofx is zero.

but it additionally supports the modelling of users in the audience, in
terms of Bluetooth devices present11.

The BluScreensimulation modelled devices’ behaviour (i.e. as a
proxy for a user) in terms of their likelihood of arriving at,and sub-
sequently remaining at, aBluScreendisplay given the currently dis-
played advertisement. Thedevice modelwas defined with the follow-
ing assumptions:

• Device presence is measured in discrete sample-intervals,to sim-
ulate observations made by the Bluetooth sensor;

• The duration of an advert is assumed to be equal to a whole num-
ber of sample-intervals;

• An advert is considered asfully seenonly when a device has been
present for the whole duration of the advert;

• Devices can arrive at any point during an advertising cycle,
whereby the probability that a device will arrive isParrive;

• The probability a device may leave without observing the subse-
quent advert isPdepart. A device will automatically leave if it has
fully seenthe subsequent advert;

• BothPdepart andParrive assume a uniform distribution.

Two alternate selection methods were compared with the auction:
Round-Robin selection andRandom selection. The former is a fa-
miliar mechanism used to repeatedly cycle through a number of ad-
verts (in order). Given our device model, this approach represents the
optimal selection mechanism whenPdepart = 0 andParrive = 1.
The latter mechanism randomly selects a new advert to display at
the beginning of each new advertising cycle, independentlyof what
has been previously selected. This method was selected as a baseline
against which the other worst-case methods can be compared.

To simplify this analysis, each experiment consisted of tenadverts
of equal duration (i.e. six samples which is equivalent to a 2minute
advert), represented by ten advertising agents. In each experiment,
adverts are selected and presented until every device hasfully seen
all ten adverts. To ensure statistical stability, the results of each ex-
periment are averaged over 10,000 test runs, and the mean results
are reported. Where necessary, a Student’s t-test is used toconfirm
statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.

6.1 Experimental Results

In our first experiment, we examine the behaviour of each selec-
tion mechanism as the number of devices present increases (Fig-
ure 2). The number of devices,Nd, was varied between 1 and 100,
and the device behaviour was defined usingPdepart = 0.05 and
Parrive = 0.5. The graph supports the hypothesis that advert se-
lection using theBluScreen auctionis statistically more significant
than eitherRound-Robinor Random(assuming the modelling pa-
rameters defined above). Specifically, asNd increases, there is a cor-
responding exponential rise in the number of required adverts. The
mean number of adverts required by theBluScreen auctionis lower
than theRound-Robinselection mechanism or theRandomselection
mechanism for all numbers of devices tested; e.g. forNd = 50, the
auction method required a mean of40.24 ± 0.06 advertising cycles
to display all 10 adverts to all the devices, compared toRound-Robin
(64.16 ± 0.18) or Random(108.50 ± 0.28). This suggests that al-
though each selection method can scale, a single device willbe ex-
posed to all the adverts in typically 36% fewer advertising cycles than

11 Although the deployed prototype could be used to test the auction mech-
anism based on observed real-world events, factors such as the location
of the screen, variances in the advertised material, and thenumber of de-
tectable devices can affect the resulting performance.
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Figure 2. The effect of varying the number of observed devices;
Pdepart = 0.05, Parrive = 0.5.
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Figure 3. The effect of varying the probability of a device arriving during
an advertising cycle.Pdepart = 0.05, Nd = 50.

theRound-Robinapproach, or 64% fewer advertising cycles than the
Randomapproach when using theBluScreen auction.

The second two experiments therefore explore how the efficiency
of the different selection mechanisms change as the device model is
varied. In each of these experiments,Nd = 50. In particular, Fig-
ure 3 plots the results for0 < Parrival ≤ 1. These results show
that for low values ofParrival, the number of adverts required is
significantly lower forBluScreen auctionthan for either of the other
methods considered. However, as the probability increasestowards
100%, the efficiency of bothBluScreen auctionand Round-Robin
converge. This result is expected, as when all devices are guaran-
teed to be present,BluScreen auctionwill select each advert in turn
(depending on the tie-breaking strategy (e.g. random) usedby the
auctioneer), and thus exhibit the same behaviour asRound-Robin.
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Figure 4. The effect of varying the probability of a device leaving the
audience during an advertising cycle.Parrive = 0.5, Nd = 50.

One artefact of assuming low departure probabilities is that once
a device has arrived, it is unlikely to depart, and hence is more
likely to remain through a complete cycle of adverts (in the case
of Round-Robin), or its presence be accurately predicted (when us-
ing BluScreen auction). Therefore, asPdepart increases, the effi-
ciency of both approaches should degrade. Figure 4 illustrates this.
As one would expect, the performance of bothBluScreen auction
and Round-Robinare statistically equivalent whenPdepart = 0.
However, the number of adverts required increases sharply in the
rangePdepart = [0.01 . . . 0.1]; and then rises almost linearly un-

til Pdepart = 0.5. Beyond this value, the rise becomes logarithmic.
This rise is more significant for the auction approach, and may be due
to poor estimates in future device presence, leading to erroneous pri-
vate value predictions. In contrast, the rise in the number of adverts
required forRandomis almost linear; this result is not surprising as
the selection of each advert is independent of the audience composi-
tion, and hence is unaffected by the departure of a device.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of unobtrusively providing
audience composition data to an intelligent public display, to select
the optimal advert that maximises exposure of a set of adverts. To this
end, we proposed the novel use of Bluetooth wireless technology to
detect nearby handheld devices, and designed an auction-based mar-
ketplace and bidding heuristic which predicted the level ofexpected
exposure of an advert given the detected audience and knowledge
of previous exposure the audience members had to different adverts.
A prototype public display that utilises this marketplace was imple-
mented and deployed in our Department. The logs generated bythis
system indicated that a large number of Bluetooth-enabled devices
could be detected, and that a significant subset was detectedon a reg-
ular basis. Moreover, we implemented a simulation environment to
facilitate controlled evaluation of the auction mechanism, when com-
pared with other commonly used advert selection mechanisms, and
showed that in most cases the auction-based approach outperforms
the other commonly used approaches. This approach has particular
relevance for advertising in environments where users onlylinger for
short periods, but often return (such as railway platforms or office
entrances).

In future work, we plan to extend our approach to work with mul-
tiple displays, to increase the exposure of adverts to a larger com-
munity, and to build user preferences based on the duration users
spend viewing different adverts that are categorised (thustaking into
account inferred interest, as well as exposure).
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